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The methodology derived from the trace-context theory of intensity resolution (Durlach and Braida, 
1969; Macmillan et al., 1988) was applied to resolution over an octave range along two continua: 
a sequential-frequency-ratio continuum for possessors of relative pitch (RP), and a pure-tone 
frequency continuum for possessors of absolute pitch (AP). The performance of both RP and AP 
possessors was exceptional in that total identification sensitivity along both continua was much 
greater than identification sensitivity along unidimensional psychophysical continua characterized 
by the 7_+2 rule. In addition, the performance of RP possessors was exceptional in that, on average, 
total sensitivity for identification resolution was greater than sensitivity for resolution in 
discrimination. Finally, identification sensitivity between category prototypes (chromatic semits) 
along both continua was approximately the same as identification sensitivity between phonemic 
category prototypes along speech continua, despite the fact that both the discrimination ranges and 
the total number of categories are much larger for the two pitch continua. 

PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg, 43.75.Bc, 43.71.An [HSC] 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Categorical perception 

Since it was first described (Liberman et al., 1957), the 
phenomenon of categorical perception has generated a vast 
amount of research and a significant amount of controversy 
(see reviews by Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970; Repp, 1983; 
and Harnad, 1987). Initially, the controversies focused on 
two areas. First, categorical perception along speech con- 
tinua was presented as an exception to perception along 
"normal" psychophysical continua (dubbed "continuous 
perception"), said to be characterized by a monotonic rela- 
tionship between the just-noticable difference (jnd) and 
stimulus magnitude, and by the so-called "7_+2 rule" 
(Miller, 1956). The latter refers to the empirical finding that, 
for essentially all unidimensional psychophysical continua, 
in all sensory modalities, resolution in single-interval abso- 
lute identification tasks is relatively limited. Specifically, 
subjects are able to identify only about five to nine stimuli 
over the entire stimulus range with perfect consistency, or 
equivalently, are able to place a large number of stimuli 
drawn from this range into only five to nine categories with- 
out error. A corollary of the 7_+'2 rule is that discrimination 
resolution is much better than identification resolution; de- 
pending on the continua, dozens to hundreds of different 
stimuli can be discriminated in pairwise discrimination tasks. 

However, because the unidimensionally varying syn- 
thetic speech continua were limited to ranges which sub- 
sumed at most two or three phonemic categories, with iden- 
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tiffcation categories typically limited to these categories, the 
7_+2 rule was not tested directly for the speech continua. 
Rather, the exceptional nature of perception along speech 
continua, i.e., categorical perception, was noted in two pri- 
mary ways. First, it was deemed to violate the 7_+2 corollary, 
because in the limiting case of "ideal" categorical percep- 
tion, "subjects can only discriminate between stimuli that 
they identify differently" (Studdeft-Kennedy et al., 1957). 
Second, the function relating the jnd to stimulus magnitude 
was nonmonotonic, showing regions of enhanced discrim- 
inability at phonemic category boundaries (termed "the cat- 
egory boundary effect"). In reality, ideal categorical percep- 
tion as defined by the above criteria was never achieved; 
discrimination was always somewhat better than predicted 
based on phonemic identification. In addition, further re- 
search proved that training and paradigm differences have 
large effects on the degree to which stimuli are categorically 
perceived (e.g., Pisoni, 1973; Carney et al., 1977). Neverthe- 
less, certain findings do set speech continua apart from nor- 
mal psychophysical continua: the discrepancy between reso- 
lution in identification and discrimination appears to be 
much smaller for speech continua, and the category bound- 
ary effect remains a persistent finding. 

A second area of contention among early researchers 
dealt with the assertion that categorical perception was 
unique to speech, an argument which still constitutes a com- 
pelling portion of the evidence for speech perception models 
based on the notion that "speech is special." However, since 
the mid-1970s, numerous examples of behavior emulating 
categorical perception have been documented in other areas, 
both for nonspeech auditory continua and for perception in 
other sensory modalities (see reviews by Pastore, 1987; and 
by Rosen and Howell, 1987). Recent controversies have fo- 
cused on more general issues, such as defining what exactly 
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constitutes categorical perception, assessing the degree to 
which categorical perception describes a general perceptual 
process rather than a procedurally based anomaly, and deter- 
mining whether the category boundary effect is always asso- 
ciated with a "natural psychophysical boundary" based on 
processing within the auditory system itself, or whether it is, 
or can be, based on learned categories (e.g., Kuhl, 1986; 
Pastore, 1987; Rosen and Howell, 1987). 

B. Trace-context theory 

Recently, Macmillan and colleagues (Macmillan, 1987; 
Macmillan et al., 1988) have demonstrated the efficacy of 
investigating categorical perception by applying a theory 
originally formulated, in part, to explain paradigm.dependent 
differences in auditory-intensity resolution (e.g., Durlach and 
Braida, 1969; Braida and Durlach, 1988). Briefly, the trace- 
context theory utilizes the standard assumption• of signal 
detection theory and Thurstonian scaling. It further assumes 
that resolution along a decision axis is limited by two kinds 
of noise: sensory noise, the irreducible neural noise associ- 
ated with stimulus coding by the auditory system, and 
memory noise, associated with the memory load imposed by 
the experimental paradigm. Memory noise, in turn. is divided 
into two types. In single-interval tasks such as absolute iden- 
tification (ID), listeners can operate only in the "context cod- 
ing" mode, in which the stimulus is remembered as an im- 
precise verbal label relative to the overall stimuhls context. 
The variance of context-coding noise depends on the dis- 
tance of a given stimulus from "perceptual anchors." For the 
pure-tone intensity continuum, these anchors are ;tssumed to 
be located at the edges of the stimulus range t;3r the en- 
semble of sfimuli used in the experiment. The variance is 
thus related to the extent of the range, which places an upper 
limit on total sensitivity for resolution in single-interval para- 
digms. This limit is equivalent to the upper limit o a informa- 
tion transfer given by the 7+2 rule. In the application of the 
theory to categorical perception, perceptual anchors presum- 
ably could also be associated with any highly overlearned 
categories (such as phonemes) associated with a particular 
continuum. 

In contrast to identification, subjects performing pair- 
wise discrimination tasks are able to utilize a second mode of 

memory operation, the "trace" mode, in which they attempt 
to maintain an exact image, or trace, of the first slimulus for 
comparison with the second stimulus. The variance of trace 
noise is proportional to the interstimulus interval. Although 
subjects are able to use both memory modes in discrimina- 
tion tasks, their variances are added in parallel; thus, if their 
magnitudes differ substantially, the mode with the smaller 
variance will dominate performance. If, however, either type 
of memory noise is much smaller than sensation noise, sen- 
sation noise will limit performance. 

Categorical perception experiments typically ,se roving 
discrimination (RD) tasks, in which adjacent stimulus pairs 
presented on a given trial are drawn at random from the 
entire stimulus range. In this case, at least for 7ñ2 continua, 
the context-coding variance is large and trace noise domi- 
nates performance. On the other h,'md, in fixed discrimina- 
tion (FD) tasks, the same two stimuli are presented on every 

trial (the standard "low uncertainty" psychophysical task), 
memory noise is negligible, and the basic sensitivity of the 
system is assessed. Thus, the model predicts that if total sen- 
sitivity over the entire stimulus range (expressed in d' units 
as A') is measured using; all three paradigms, resolution 
should be ordered as follows: A• •> A•,• • Ar•. 

The methodology associated with the trace-context 
theory allows a specific examination and quantification of 
the traditional categorical perception claim that discrimina- 
tion resolution is limited by identification. For example, this 
criterion would be met for identification and roving discrimi- 
nation if the roving discrimination trace variance were much 
greater then context-coding variance. This criterion would be 
met for identification and fixed discrimination only if 
memory noise were negligible in identification, which, for 
7+2 continua, occurs only in the trivial case associated with 
a very small stimulus range. In addition, if all three para- 
digms are used with stimuli spaced equally along the con- 
tinua (as in categorical perception experiments), regions of 
high basic sensitivity (i.e., natural boundaries) can be iso- 
lated from the fixed discrimination data, and the relative lev- 
els of context coding and trace noise can be determined from 
comparisons of the fixed discrimination, roving discrimina- 
tion, and identification data. Finally, a comparison of sensi- 
tivity in identification and fixed discrimination allows per- 
ceptual anchors to be isolated, as indicated by regions of 
minimal context-coding noise, i.e., maximal labeling ability. 

Recently, Macmillan et al. (1988) applied these tech- 
niques to one vowel contin'aura and two consonant continua. 
Resolution across the consonant continua was characterized 

by regions of enhanced basic sensitivity at approximately 
phonetic category boundaries and by perceptual anchors at 
regions corresponding to category prototypes. In compari- 
son, resolution across the vowel continuum contained no re- 

gions of enhanced basic sensitivity, and perceptual anchors 
were located at approximately the category boundaries. De- 
spite these differences, total sensitivity between categories in 
fixed discrimination and identification was roughly equal for 
vowels and consonants. For all continua, the ordering of total 
sensitivity followed that predicted by the trace-context 
theory. However, the difference in total d' between identifi- 
cation and roving discrimination was minimal for conso- 
nants, so in this sense, the perception of consonants was 
more categorical. As Macmillan (1987) points out, the defi- 
nition of what constitutes categorical perception (e.g., the 
existence of regions of high basic sensitivity, or the equiva- 
lence of identification and roving discrimination resolution) 
remains arbitrary. However, application of the techniques 
from the trace-context theory allows direct comparison, us- 
ing the same metric of resolution, along a particular con- 
tinuum using different paradigms, as well as resolution 
across continua using a single paradigm. 

C. Relative pitoh 

Melodic musical intervals are the subjective correlates 
of sequential frequency ratios. Melodic information in music 
is dependent not on the absolute frequency levels of the 
tones composing the melody, but rather on the frequency 
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relationships among the tones. The scales of all cultures are 
based on the concept that equal frequency ratios result in 
equivalent percepts (Burns and Ward, 1982); hence, melodies 
can be transposed (shifted in frequency level) without any 
loss of melodic information. The current standard scale of 

Western music, equal temperament, is based on the octave (a 
2:1 frequency ratio), as are the scales of virtually all cultures. 
In equal temperament, the octave is subdivided into 12 inter- 
vals such that the same frequency ratio (2x/•2:1, called a 
semitone or semit) separates any two adjacent tones in the 
scale. With the logarithmic cent metric, a semitone corre- 
sponds to 100 cents, and the 12 intervals of the scale thus 
correspond to integral multiples of 100 cents. • 

Trained musicians who have developed what is termed 
"relative pitch" (RP) have learned to assign verbal labels to 
these intervals. For example, 100 cents is labeled a "minor 
second," 700 cents a "fifth," and 1200 cents an "octave." 
Equivalently, musicians with relative pitch are able to pro- 
Vide the name of the note (C, C•, etc.) which forms a par- 
ticular interval with a given reference note. 2 Thus, when pre- 
sented with an isolated interval, such musicians are able to 
identify it, and conversely, when given a verbal label and a 
reference tone, they are able to produce the interval. Al- 
though this ability is not necessary in order to appreciate 
music, or even to play music, it is necessary in some situa- 
tions (for example, when a vocalist must "sight read" unfa- 
miliar music). Most music curricula include courses in "ear 
training," in which students learn to identify musical inter- 
vals, and most trained musicians have this ability. 

There is an obvious face similarity between the labeling 
of musical intervals along the unidimensional frequency- 
ratio continuum by possessors of relative pitch and the pho- 
nemically based labeling along unidimensionally varying 
synthetic speech continua. Indeed, our original studies 
(Burns and Ward, 1974, 1978) were among the first to show 
conclusively that nonspeech auditory stimuli (specifically, 
melodic musical intervals) could be as categorically per- 
ceived as speech stimuli, according to the criteria used by 
speech-perception researchers at the time. However, there are 
also obvious differences between the speech and musical in- 
terval continua. First, there is a large difference in the man- 
ner and ease with which the categories are learned. Relative 
pitch can be learned fairly easily by adults, whereas adults 
learn phonemic categories which are not contained in their 
native language only incompletely and with substantial dif- 
ficulty (e.g., Flege, 1988; Logan et al., 1991). Second, the 
two continua differ greatly in range, at least in terms of the 
number of categories which are placed along the continuum? 

In our original studies, equipment limitations prevented 
us from examining musical interval identification over a 
range comprising more than three semits, i.e., a range com- 
parable in category number to the synthetic speech continua. 
In this paper, we examine musical interval perception over 
an octave range, which comprises 12 musical-interval cat- 
egories. We employ the methodology of Macmillan et al. 
(1988), which allows identification and discrimination reso- 
lution for musical intervals to be compared precisely with 
both speech continua (Macmillan etal., 1988) and non- 

speech psychoacoustic continua (e.g., Macmillan, 1987; 
Braida and Durlach, 1988). 

D. Absolute pitch 

The ability of possessors of "absolute pitch" (AP) to 
identify pure tones on the basis of frequency seems to be the 
unique exception to the 7+2 rule for identification resolution 
along a simple unidimensional psychophysical continuum. 
For example, the best possessors can identify on the order of 
75 frequencies without error (Ward, 1963), whereas nonpos- 
sessors can identify only about five (Pollack, 1952). How- 
ever, AP clearly does not violate the 7+2 rule's corollary, 
because possessors, like nonpossessors, can discriminate 
well over a thousand frequencies over the entire auditory 
range. 

AP is a relatively rare ability: the prevalence among 
Western musicians is only a few percent, and AP is seldom 
seen in nonmusicians (Ward and Burns, 1982). Although 
many of the early AP researchers considered it to be an in- 
herited ability, the majority of evidence strongly indicates 
that AP is learned. Unlike RP, however, it seems to be virtu- 
ally impossible for adults to learn AP to the same degree of 
proficiency as the best possessors (Brady, 1970; Ward and 
Burns, 1982). Apparently, AP must be learned during a cru- 
cial period in early childhood. Indirect evidence for this 
viewpoint comes from studies of AP prevalence in Japan, 
where children tend to start musical training at a very young 
age. The prevalence of AP among Japanese musicians is ap- 
proximately 50% (Miyazaki, 1988). The acquisition of AP 
thus appears more analogous to the acquisition of speech 
categories than does the acquisition of RP. 

Although AP has been cited in the context of categorical 
perception (Siegel and Siegel, 1977), this association was 
based strictly on the possessors' ability to reliably categorize 
frequencies. AP does not appear to meet either of the tradi- 
tional criteria for categorical perception: evidence of a cat- 
egory boundary effect or discrimination limited by identifi- 
cation. Nonetheless, the study of AP is of obvious relevance 
to the processes involved in categorization. The categories 
used by AP possessors to classify tones, the note names of 
the chromatic scale (C, C$, etc.), are the exact homologs of 
the chromatic interval categories used by RP possessors to 
classify intervals, and they are, of course, both related to the 
same general process, the perception of musical pitch. The 
reliability and contextual independence of categorization in 
RP and AP are also similar (Siegel and Siegel, 1977). On the 
other hand, as pointed out previously, the ease of acquisition 
of RP and of AP is quite different. It is also of interest, 
therefore, to apply the techniques outlined in Sec. B to qua n- 
tify the identification and discrimination resolution of fre- 
quency by possessors of AP, thus allowing an overall com- 
parison with resolution along musical interval and speech 
continua. 

I. METHODS 

A. Musical intervals 

1. Subjects and stimuli 
The subjects were four college students with extensive 

musical training and with no known hearing impairments. 
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TABLE 1. Relative pitch experimental conditions. 

ID range ID No. ID No. ID No. ID 
(cents) increment stimuli categories trials/stim 

25-1275 25 51 25 

37.5-1262.5 25 50 25 

25-375 25 15 7 

325-675 25 15 7 

625-975 25 15 7 

925-1275 25 15 7 

Discrim range Discrim No. Discrim 
cents increment pairs 

10o 

10o 

50 

5o 

5o 

5o 

No Discrim 

trials/pair 

50-1250 25 48 100 

Subjects were seated in a sound-attenuated booth and stimuli 
were presented monaurally through headphones at a nominal 
level of 70-dB SPL. Stimuli were melodic musical intervals 

composed of two 500-ms sawtooth tones generated by a fre- 
quency synthesizer and gated with 20-ms raised-cosine rise- 
fall times. The delay between the two tones composing a 
musical interval was 500 ms. Following stimulus presenta- 
tion, subjects were given unlimited time to respond by press- 
ing the appropriate "button" on a programmable response 
pad. A video monitor in the booth displayed a representation 
of the response pad and provided correct answer feedback to 
selected subjects. 

Procedures 

a. Identification. For consistency with the stimuli in the 
discrimination procedures (see below), the frequency of the 
first tone (ft) of each musical interval was randomized in 
50-cent increments over a range of _+200 cents around C 4 
(261.6 Hz). Two types of identification tasks were per- 
formed. In the wide-range identification task (WRID), sub- 
jects categorized test musical intervals into one of 25 re- 
sponse categories comprising the 12 chromatic semit 
categories (minor 2nd through octave) plus quarter tones. 
Frequency ratios of musical intervals were chosen from a 
continuum divided into 25-cent increments. AlthotJ.gh resolu- 
tion measures were computed for the range from +50 cents 
to +1250 cents, a given block of trials covered the range 
from +25 to +1275 cents re: fl in order to avoid end effects 
in the identification data. Subjects RP1 and RP2 also per- 
formed a "shifted" wide-range identification task, wherein 
they used the same chromatic categories to label latios, also 
separated by 25-cent increments, which covered the range 
from +37.5 to +1262.5 cents re: fl. The second type of 
identification task performed by all subjects assessed resolu- 
tion over a more restricted range, comparable to typical 
speech continua in terms of category number. Ratios from a 
particular block of trials in this narrow-range identification 
task (NRID) were restricted to one of the four <•ntiguous 
300-cent ranges spanning the range from +50 to +1250 
cents re: fl- A synopsis of the experimental conditions and 
number of trials for the identification task is given in Table I. 

Because individual differences in subjective musical 
pitch scales can be substantial, it w• not feasible to provide 

"correct/incorrect" feedback following the subjects' identifi- 
cation responses. I-1owever. none of the subjects had any dif- 
ficulty in understanding the nature of the task, and on a 
screening experiment in which they were required to identify 
integral multiples of 100 cents with chromatic semit labels, 
responses from all four subjects were essentially 100% cor- 
rect. Before data collection began, all subjects participated in 
a 2-h familiarization session which culminated in a 

ranthrough of the wide-range identification task using five 
trials per ratio. 

For both identification conditions, identification data 
were arranged in a stimulus-response confusion matrix for 
each subject. One-interval d' values were calculated from 
the individual confusion matrices using the methods de- 
scribed in Braida and Durlach (1972). In order to determine 
if substantial learning effects existed for the wide-range iden- 
tification condition, the d' values were determined after 50 
trials per ratio were completed, and again after 100 trials per 
ratio were completed. 

b. Discrirnination• Frequency-ratio resolution was mea- 
sured for both fixed and roving discrimination tasks. Utiliz- 
ing a 2IFC paradigm, the :;abject was instructed to indicate 
which of the two test mustcal intervals was wider. The fre- 

quency of the first tone of each ratio was randomized over a 
range of _+200 cents around C4, with the restriction that the 
frequencies of the first tone of the two musical intervals 
composing a trial could never be equal. This randomization 
is essential in the 2IFC discrimination tasks. If not present, 
subjects can (and will) concentrate on the second tone of 
each musical interval and perform a simple frequency dis- 
crimination task. The separation between the two musical 
intervals in a trial was typically 750 ms. 4 

In fixed discrimination tasks, the same two test musical 

intervals were presented int a given block of 25 trials. Test 
ratios were selected from the set of adjacent ratios covering 
the range from +50 to +1250 cents re: ft, and were sepa- 
rated by 25-cent increments. Roving discrimination tasks 
covered the same range and used the same increment, but the 
adjacent ratios to be discriminated on a given trial were 
drawn randomly from the entire range, with each pair pre- 
sented an equal number of times. All subjects except RP2 
received instantaneous feedback following their responses in 
the 2IFC discrimination tasks. Subject RP2 complained that 
the feedback distracted her, and she preferred to perform the 
task without it. A synopsis of the discrimination experiment 
conditions and nulnber of trials is also provided in Table I. 
As with the identification condition, before data collection 
began, the subjects participated in a 2-h familiarization ses- 
sion which included a runthrough of both fixed discrimina- 
tion and roving discrimination tasks using five trials per 
stimulus. Blocks of identification and discrimination tasks 

were presented in quasirandom order over the course of the 
experiment. For each discrimination pair, the 2IFC d' was 
calculated using the methods described in Green and Swets 
(1974), then divided by V• for comparison with the one- 
interval d' values calculated for the identification data. 

c. Musical interval adjustment. In order to assess the 
degree to which musical interval categories determined from 
identification data agreed with subjects' internal musical in- 
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TABLE II. Absolute pitch experimental conditions. 

Range ID No. ID No. ID No. ID Disc No. Disc No. Disc 
Subject (cents) incr. stim. cats. trials/stim. inet. pairs trials/stim. 

WRID: 

AP1 - 100- + 1300 25 55 29 100 5 260 50 
AP2 -100-+1300 25 55 29 100 5 260 50 
AP3 -100-+1300 25 55 29 100 10 130 50 

NRID: 

AP2 - 275 - + 525 25 11 11 100 5 44 100 

AP4 -125-+125 25 11 11 100 10 22 100 
AP5 -275-+525 25 11 11 100 8.3 30 100 

terval "prototypes," three subjects (RP1, RP2, RP3) also 
performed musical interval adjustments. Using a potentiom- 
eter, subjects adjusted the frequency of a 300-ms comparison 
tone until they believed it formed a specific melodic interval 
with respect to a 300-ms standard tone. The musical interval 
to be adjusted on a given run was selected randomly from the 
set comprising the response categories in the wide-range 
identification experiment, i.e., the chromatic semit categories 
from minor second to octave plus intervening quarter tones. 
From run to run, the frequency of the standard was varied 
randomly over a range of -+200 cents around C 4. Standard 
and comparison tones were separated by 500 ms. Pairs of 
tones were presented in succession every 2.5 s until the sub- 
jects indicated that they had completed an adjustment by 
pressing a button on the response pad. The frequency of the 
comparison tone was then read from a frequency counter by 
the controlling computer. The means and standard deviations 
were calculated for ten adjustments of each musical interval 
category. 

B. Absolute pitch 

1. Subjects and stimuli 

The subjects were five adults who answered an adver- 
tisement for possessors of absolute or "perfect" pitch. They 
were selected on the basis of their ability to consistently and 
rapidly classify randomly presented pure tones separated by 
100-cent increments, drawn from a continuum ranging from 
-100 to +1300 cents re: C 4. Fifteen response categories, 
spanning B3-Cg 5 on a chromatic octave scale, were pro- 
vided. As in the case of relative pitch (see footnote 2), there 
can be large intersubject differences in the subjective pitch 
scales of AP possessors. In some cases, an individual's inter- 
nal standard may be one or more semits displaced from 
A-440 tuning (e.g., Ward and Burns, 1982). Therefore, the 
essence of precise AP is the consistency with which tones are 
labeled rather than whether they are "correct" re: standard 
tuning. Confusion matrices from the screening tasks of four 
subjects contained at least 80% of the responses to each fre- 
quency within a single response category. Performance of 
these subjects was also characterized by rapid, essentially 
instantaneous, responses, another characteristic of "precise" 
AP (e.g., Miyazaki, 1988). One subject, AP3, seemed to be a 
less precise possessor; in particular, her response times were 
markedly longer than responses of the other four subjects, 
and her responses were less consistent. However, she was 

retained as a subject specifically in order to compare her 
performance with that of the precise possessors. 

As in the relative pitch experiment, subjects were seated 
in a sound-attenuated booth and stimuli were presented mon- 
aurally through headphones at a nominal level of 70-rib SPL. 
Stimuli were 750-ms gated pure tones generated by a fre- 
quency synthesizer. Although complex tones were utilized in 
the RP experiments, and there is some indication that AP 
labeling is somewhat less precise for pure tones (e.g., Bal- 
zano, 1984), pure tones were utilized in the AP experiments 
because it is possible that subjects could use information 
from individual harmonics of a complex tone to make their 
discrimination decisions (e.g., Faulkner, 1985). This would 
dearly invalidate a comparison with identification resolution 
based on the fundamental frequency. 

2. Procedures 

a. Identification. Analogous to the wide- and narrow- 
band tasks employed in the relative pitch experiment, abso- 
lute pitch identification tasks were conducted over two range 
widths. Three subjects (AP1, AP2, and AP3) participated in 
wide-range tasks. The stimulus set for the wide-range iden- 
tification task included tones separated by 25-cent incre- 
ments over the range from -100 to +1300 cents re: C4 
(245.4-550.9 Hz). Tones were randomly presented from this 
range. Subjects placed the tones into 29 categories consisting 
of the chromatic notes from B 3 to Cg 5 and the quarter-tone 
categories between chromatic notes. A synopsis of the wide- 
range identification experimental conditions is given in Table 
II. One of the subjects who completed the wide-range iden- 
tification task (AP2) and two additional subjects (AP4 and 
AP5) performed a narrow-range identification task. In this 
case, the stimulus range spanned either +275 to +575 cents 
re: C4 (AP2 and AP5), or -125 to + 125 cents re: C4 (AP4) 
in 25-cent increments. Whereas the number of response al- 
ternatives in the wide-range identification tasks was roughly 
half the number of stimuli, the narrow-range identification 
tasks used an equal number of stimuli and response alterna- 
tives. Specifically, in addition to the relevant chromatic semit 
and quartertone categories, subjects also had the option of 
"sharp" and "flat" chromatic-semit categories. A summary 
of experimental conditions for the narrow-range identifica- 
tion task is also given in Table II. For both wide-range iden- 
tification and narrow-range identification, d's for resolution 
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FIG. 1. Proportion of total trials at each musical interval valu.c which were placed in each of the 12 chromatic strait (solid lines) or 13 quarter tone (dashed 
lines) response categories in the wide-range identification (WR [D) experiment. See text for category labels. The sma.ll panels above the plots for RP1 and RP2 
show the mean (vertical lines) and ñ one standard deviation (horizontal lines) for a musical interval adjustment procedure. The taller lines are the means of 
adjustments to chromatic semit categories, and the shorter lin,cs are the means of adjustments to quarter-tone categories. 

between adjacent stimuli were calculated from the: confusion 
matrices of the individual subjects. 

b. Discrimination. All subjects also performed both 
types of 2IFC discrimination tasks, fixed discrimination and 
roving discrimination, over the range correspond:[ng to that 
used in their respective identification tasks. In this case, the 
discrimination is a simple 2IFC frequency discrimination in 
which the subject simply had to indicate which of the two 
tones was higher. The interstimulus interval was 1 s. Subjects 
APi, AP4, and AP5 were provided with feedback, whereas 
subjects AP2 and AP3 preferred not to receive it. The 25-cent 
frequency separation (about 1.5%) used in the identification 
experiments can be discriminated easily by mosl listeners. 
Thus, pilot testing was necessary to determine what fre- 
quency separation resulted in discrimination performance of 
roughly 60%-80% correct in the 2IFC paradigm. This per- 
formance level was selected in order to avoid ceiling and 
floor effects in d' determination. The increments (in cents) 
used with each subject in discrimination tasks are listed with 
the other experimental conditions in Table II. 

In fixed discrimination tasks, the same two adjacent fre- 

quencies were presented on each trial of a 25-trial block. In 
roving discrimination tasks, the two adjacent frequencies 
presented on a given trial were drawn randomly from the 
entire range, and all pairs were presented an equal number of 
times (1-2) per block. Equivalent one-interval d' values 
were calculated from the 2IFC data as described above. 

II. RESULTS 

A. Relative pitch 

The results of the wide-range identification tasks for 
each of the four re]•ative-pitch subjects are shown in Fig. 1 as 
the proportion of total trials at each frequency ratio which 
were placed in each of the chromatic-semit (solid lines) or 
quartertone (dashed lines) response categories. For purposes 
of clarity, the individual response categories are not labeled 
on the figure. However, the identification consistency of the 
subjects is such that the figure is easily interpreted: the solid- 
line mode which peaks near 100 cents corresponds to the 
"minor second" category; the dashed-line mode peaking be- 
tween 100 and 200 cents corresponds to the "quarter tone 
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between minor second and major second" category; the 
solid-line mode peaking near 200 cents corresponds to the 
"major second" category, and so on. For subjects RP1 and 
RP2, data points from the two "shifted" stimulus sets were 
interleaved so that the separation of data points along the x 
axis is 12.5 cents. Results of the narrow-range identification 
tasks are not shown in this format as they did not systemati- 
cally vary from the wide-range identification resultsß 

Results of the interval adjustment task for subjects RP1 
and RP2 are shown in the small plots above their respective 
categorization plots. The taller vertical lines are placed at the 
mean of the adjustments for each semit category, and the 
shorter vertical lines are placed at the mean of each quarter- 
tone-category adjustment. The horizontal lines atop each ver- 
tical line represent plus and minus one standard deviation of 
ten adjustments. 

Clearly, all subjects were able to identify intervals con- 
sistently using the chromatic-semit and quartertone catego- 
ries, although there are differences among the subjects in the 
degree to which they use semits relative to quartertones (con- 
trast, for example, the results of subjects RP3 and RP4). 
There are also differences among the subjective scales of the 
individual subjects, with a general tendency to "compress" 
the narrower intervals (i.e., to hear the equitempered interval 
as sharp) and to "stretch" the wider intervals (i.e., to hear the 
equitempered interval as flat). Both of these results are con- 
sistent with the literature on the perception of isolated me- 
lodic intervals (e.g., Burns and Ward, 1982; Rakowski and 
Miskiewicz, 1985). The results of the interval adjustments 
are in good agreement with the results of the categorization 
task; in general, the modal value of a particular interval cat- 
egory in the identification task is within one standard devia- 
tion of the mean of adjustments for that category. 

The identification sensitivity (in d' units) between adja- 
cent interval values for both wide-range identification and 
narrow-range identification tasks are plotted for the indi- 
vidual subjects in Fig. 2. In order to maintain a consistent 
basis for comparison with the narrow-range identification 
sensitivities, and for comparison with the other subjects, the 
wide-range identification d's for subjects RP1 and RP2 were 
calculated from the results of the "unshified" (+25 to 
+1275-eent) stimulus set only. Also plotted in Fig. 2 are the 
sensitivity functions for the fixed and roving discrimination 
tasks. All four functions show a peak-trough form, with sen- 
sitivity troughs corresponding approximately to the modal 
value of the chromatic-semit categories. This is seen more 
clearly in Fig. 3 where the resolution results have been av- 
eraged across the four subjects (three for the narrow-range 
identification condition) and further collapsed across the 
300-cent subregions. 5 It is also evident from Fig. 3 that there 
is no "range effect" as the wide-range identification and 
narrow-range identification sensitivity functions are virtually 
identical. The equivalence of wide-range identification and 
narrow-range identification can also be seen in Table lII, 
which lists the total sensitivity (Ai2) over a one octave range 
(+50-+1250 cents) for all four tasks, and for each subject 
and averaged across subjects. 

There were no learning effects observed in either the 
identification task or the discrimination tasks. Total d' for 
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FIG. 2. Resolution (in d' units) between adjacent musical intervals sepa- 
rated by 25-cent increments for two identification procedures, wide-range 
(WRID) and narrow-range (NRID), and for two discrimination procedures, 
fixed (FD) and roving (RD). 

identification did not improve between the first 50 and last 
50 thais per stimulus, nor did discrimination performance, 
monitored in 25-trial blocks for each interval pair, show any 
systematic improvement over the course of the experiment. 
Apparently, musicians are pretrained for musical-interval 
identification and discrimination tasks, and several hours of 
familiarization with the paradigms is sufficient for achieving 
asymptotic performance. 

The most compelling result, which is evident both in the 
average sensitivity functions in Fig. 3, and in the average 
total sensitivities in Table III, is that resolution sensitivities 
do not follow the ordering predicted by the trace-context 
theory (i.e., • • •RD *• •)- On average, resolution in both 
roving discrimination and fixed discrimination is substan- 
tially poorer than identification resolution. As noted previ- 
ously, even for the limiting case where context-coding noise 
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FIG. 3. Resolution data from Fig. 2 averagcd across subjects, and collapsed 
across 300-cent subregions. s Vertical bars on linc-type legenos indicate the 
average two-standard-error interval for each condition. 

is negligible, which is not really a viable alternative in a 
wide-range experiment, trace-context theory would predict 
equivalent resolution in fixed discrimination, roving dis- 
crimination, and identification. There is no si':uation for 
which the trace-context theory would predict poorer resolu- 
tion in discrimination than in identification. The individual 

results in Table III show that the overall poorer discrimina- 
tion resolution is primarily due to the results of subjects RP1 
and RP3. The differences among total sensitivities for fixed 
discrimination, roving discrimination, and identification for 
subjects RP2 and RP4 are within the expected measurement 
variability for identification resolution. 6 

Because of the failure of the trace-contexl theory to 
predict the ordering of resolution sensitivities, the peaks in 
the fixed discrimination functions cannot be interpreted as 
regions of high basic sensitivity, nor can comparisons of sen- 
sitivity in fixed discrimination and identification be used to 
isolate the location of perceptual anchors. This is apparently 
the first case in which trace-context theory has failed to 
predict the ordering of resolution sensitivities. Whether this 
failure represents a fundamental inadequacy of trace-context 
theory, the inappropriateness of this particular sti,nulus con- 
tinuum, or problems with the discrimination paradigm, will 
be addressed in Sec. III. 

B. Absolute pitch 

1. Wide-range experiment 

The categorization results for the three absolute pitch 
subjects who performed the wide-range identification task 
are shown in Fig. 4. The format of the figure is ai•alogous to 
that of Fig. 1; the solid lines represent chromatic--semit cat- 

TABLE Ill. Total d' over onc octave (,&']2) for rclative pitch. 

Paradigm 

Subject WRID NRID RD FD 

RPI 38.0 36.8 22.7 29.4 

RP2 33.0 35.6 29.1 35.1 

RP3 47.9 42.7 16.] 26.6 

RP4 35.9 33.9 40.5 

Avg. 38.7 38.4 25.5 32.9 
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FIG. 4. As Fig. 1. but for wide-range identification of single pure tones by 
three subjects with absolute pitch. Frequency on abscissa is given in cents 
re: 261.6 Hz. See text for categoTy labels. 

egories and the dashed lines represent quartertone categories. 
In Fig. 4, these lines indicate the proportion of single tones at 
each frequency (denoted o.a the x axis by its value in cents 
re: 261.6 He) which were placed in the particular category. 
The categories were denoted on the response pad by their 
note names (e.g., C 4, CId4, D4, etc.) or their [elative quarter- 
tones. Thus, the solid-line ]node peaking near 100 cents cor- 
responds to "C4," the dashed-line mode peaking between 0 
and 100 cents corresponds to "quarter tone between C4 and 
C•4," the solid-line mode: peaking near 100 cents corre- 
sponds to "C•4," and so cn. 
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TABLE IV. Total d' over one octave (A'z2) for wide-range absolute pitch. 

Paradigm 

Subject ID RD FD 

AP1 36.5 105.1 128.2 

AP2 30.7 131.5 145.4 

AP3 20.6 114.5 80.5 

Data from the individual subjects show more- 
pronounced differences than were seen in the equivalent RP 
categorization task. The data of AP1 resemble those of the 
RP subjects: consistent categorization with predominant use 
of semit categories. On the other hand, although the data of 
AP2 are quite consistent, he apparently found few of the 
tones exactly "in tune," and used the quarter-tone categories 
predominantly. The data of AP3 are much less consistent 
than the data of the other two subjects (and the data of the RP 
subjects). This was not unexpected, however, since it was 
determined during the initial screening that AP3's pitch- 
naming ability was less precise than that of the other sub- 
jects. As with the RP subjects, the subjective scales of the AP 
subjects do not correspond exactly to the physical scale 
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FIG. 5. Resolution between adjacent pure-tone frequencies by three possess- 
ors of absolute pitch for wide-range identification (ID), fixed discrimination 
(FD), and roving discrimination (RD). Adjacent frequencies were separated 
by a ratio of 25 cents for identification. Separations for discrimination varied 
for individual subjects (see Table II), but d's were accumulated and plotted 
in 25-cent increments. 

based on exact octaves; AP1, for example, consistently 
stretched the higher notes of lhe octave. 

The total sensitivity A[2 over the octave from 0 to 
+ 1200 cents (261.6-523.2 Hz) is given in Table IV for each 
of the subjects. With one exception, the ordering of total 
sensitivities is as predicted by trace-context theory. For all 
subjects A•2,F D and A•2,r n are much larger than A•2.z D. The 
one anomalous result is that AP3's total sensitivity for roving 
discrimination is larger than for fixed discrimination. The 
total sensitivities in wide-range identification for the two pre- 
cise AP subjects are within or near the range of total sensi- 
tivities shown by the RP subjects, indicating that resolution 
for frequency identification by AP possessors is about the 
same as frequency-ratio identification resolution by possess- 
ors of relative pitch. 

Sensitivity functions for identification, fixed discrimina- 
tion, and roving discrimination tasks for the individual sub- 
jects are plotted in Fig. 5. For comparison with the identifi- 
cation sensitivities, sensitivities between adjacent 
frequencies in the fixed discrimination and roving discrimi- 
nation tasks have been accumulated over 25-cent separa- 
tions. The functions can best be categorized as noisy. In par- 
ticular, the two frequency discrimination functions show 
large local variations which would not be expected, either 
from results in the literature or from physiological consider- 
ations. A "fine structure" in pure-tone frequency jnd's and in 
some pitch anomalies, with a "periodicity" of about 80 I-Iz 
(400 cents in this frequency range), can sometimes be found 
at low sensation levels (Kemp, 1979; Bums et al., 1986). 
However, this fine structure, in addition to being much less 
"fine" than the very localized variations in our present data, 
is related to the influence of strong active sites on the basilar 
membrane, the effects of which saturate and are not apparent 
at the levels used in this experiment. Anomalies such as 
"musical paracusis" (Ward, 1954) found in individual musi- 
cal pitch scales also occur over a much courser frequency 
scale than our variability. 

As illustrated in Fig. 6, averaging the sensitivity func- 
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FIG. 6. Resolution data from subjects AP1 and AP2 in Fig. 5 averaged, and 
collapsed across 300-cent subregions. Because of the collapsing, the cent 
values on the x axis do not specify a frequency level re: 261.6 Hz, as in 
Figs. 4 and 5. Vertical bars on line-type legends indicate the average two- 
standard-error interval for each condition. 
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, for narrow-range identification of pure-tune frequencies by three possessors of absolute pitch. The pure-tone frequencies covered the 
ranges from +275 to +525 cents re: 261.6 Hz (subjects AP?. and AP5) or the range from -125 to +125 cents. re: 261.6 Hz (subjects AP4) in 25-cent 
increments. The response categories were the relevant chromaLic-semit calegories (solid lines), their flat (dash-dot) or sharp {long dash) variants, or quarter 
tones (short dash). 

tiens of the two precise AP subjects and collapsing across 
300-cent subregions of the octave, analogous to the treatment 
of the RP data, was successful in substantially reducing the 
noise in the roving discrimination and fixed discrimination 
functions. However, it also reduced variations in :he identi- 

fication sensitivity function, which might have been inter- 
preted as indications of perceptual anchors. That is, the 
variations in the fixed discrimination sensitivity' function, 
which we interpret as noise in the data, are still as large as 
the variations in the identification fimction, which we would 
like to interpret as indications of increased or decreased la- 
beling sensitivity. Even if one makes the questionable as- 
sumption that the local variations in the identification func- 
tion are real, the evidence for increased identification 
sensitivity at the category boundaries (analogous to that seen 
in Fig. 3 for the RP identification functions) is minimal at 
best. 

One explanation for the noise in the discrimination func- 
tions lies in the subjects' extremely good frequency resolu- 
tion in discrimination paradigms. Because trials were run at 
each discriminable increment, the number of increments 
tested along a one-octave range was quite large. Amecdotal 
reports by these subjects indicated that lapses of attention 
were common, and were exacerbated by the sheer number of 
total trials necessary. For example, subjects AP1 and AP2 
had to be run at 5-cent increments in order to obtain perfor- 
mance levels where ceiling effects were not a factor. This 
necessitated over 26 000 trials/subject to obtain just 50 trials 
per increment in both fixed discrimination and roving dis- 
crimination, a minimal number for this kind of experiment. 

Part of the reason for the weak evidence for areas of 

increased identification sensitivity in Fig. 6 is that this func- 
tion represents an average of only two subjects who, as seen 
in Fig. 4, used quite different labeling strategies in their rela- 
tive use of "in tune" and "quarter tone" categories, and 
whose modal values of these categories differed substan- 
tially. In an attempt to reduce the noise in the discrimination 

data, without having to average across subjects with possibly 
large differences ia their AP internal standards, three addi- 
tional subjects were run in a narrow-range task, which re- 
quired fewer total trials but which allowed us to collect more 
trials per increment. 

2. Narrow-range experiment 

Because only one subject (AP2) was able to return, two 
additional subjects (AP4 and AP5) were recruited. The cat- 
egorization results of the tkree subjects in the narrow-range 
identification task are shown in Fig. 7. Unlike wide-range 
identification, which was a category scaling task (there were 
fewer response categories than stimuli), narrow-range iden- 
tification was a true absolule identification task; the number 

of response categories was equal to the number of stimuli. 
The response categories were: "exact" (solid lines), "flat" 
(dash-dot), and "sharp" (long dash) chromatic-semit catego- 
ries; and "quarter tones" (short dash). As with the wide- 
range identification task, there were large differences among 
subjects both in their labeling consistency and in their rela- 
tive use of the various response categories. 

The sensitivity functions for the narrow-range identifi- 
cation, roving discrimination, and fixed discrimination tasks 
are shown in Fig. 8, and the total sensitivities over a two- 
semit range are given in Table V. The total sensitivities of 
subject AP2 (the only subject to participate in both wide- 
range and narrow-range ex?eriments) in all three tasks are 
about twice as high as those of the other two subjects, and 
are 25%-39% better than his performance over the same 
region in the wide-range experiment. 

Although the local variations in the fixed discrimination 
and roving discrimination functions are smaller than in the 
wide-range AP experiment, :hey are nonetheless present and, 
as was the case for the averaged wide-range functions in Fig. 
5, are of the same magnitude as the local variations in the 
identification function. As with the wide-range data, even if 
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5, for resolution of pure-tone frequencies in the narrow-range tasks. 

one makes the highly questionable assumption that local 
variations in discrimination functions simply represent mea- 
surement variability, but that local variations in identification 
functions are real, no consistent patterns are apparent. For 
example, a comparison of the identification sensitivity func- 
tions from subjects AP2 and AP5 in Fig. 8 would imply 
enhanced labeling sensitivity around the chromatie-semit 
categories for AP2, but enhanced sensitivity at category 
boundaries (quarter-tone categories) for AP5. It is clear from 
the modal values of the in tune categories for these two sub- 
jects (Fig. 7) that the differences in the fine structure of their 
identification sensitivity functions are not due to a differing 
internal standard for their AP scales. It is also not particularly 
parsimonious to assume that AP is learned differently by 
different subjects, such that some subjects would have an- 
chors at category boundaries and others would have them at 
category prototypes. Apparently, the narrow-range AP data 
are also too noisy to interpret at the local level. 

IlL GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Table VI shows the average total identification and dis- 
crimination sensitivities over a one-octave range for relative 
and absolute pitch. For comparison, representative results for 
total sensitivity in auditory intensity resolution over a 54-dB 
range are included. This composes about half the total range 
for intensity discrimination, but is equivalent to the entire 
range for identification (Braida and Durlach, 1988). The rela- 
tively small value for total identification sensitivity in d' 
units (13) is a reflection of the 7_+2 limitation on identifica- 
tion resolution. Given the results for absolute identification 

of pure-tone frequencies (Pollack, 1952), a similar value 
would be expected for frequency resolution over the entire 
auditory range by nonpossessors of AP. 

The total identification sensitivity for AP and RP over a 
one-octave range, which is but a portion of the entire range 

TABLE V. Total d' over two seroits (A•) for narrow-range absolute pitch. 

Paradig•n 

Subject ID RD FD 

AP2 8.1 25.5 26.9 

AP4 4.3 12.4 14.8 

AP5 5.0 7.5 16.0 

for AP and RP, is two to three times that for intensity reso- 
lution over its entire range. This is another illustration that 
AP is the notable exception to the 7+_2 rule for unidimen- 
sional psychophysical continua. The relatively good identifi- 
cation resolution for RP is an illustration that it, too, is an 
exception to the 7_+2 limitation. However, as will be dis- 
cussed below, sequential frequency ratios are not a basic sen- 
sory continuum in the same sense as are frequency and in- 
tensity, so this latter comparison may be misleading. 

The most perplexing result is the fact that for RP, the 
ordering of resolution sensitivities predicted by trace- 
context theory does not obtain; on average, identification 
resolution is much better than discrimination resolution. One 

obvious difference between sequential frequency ratios and 
other continua to the which trace-context theory has been 
applied is that there is clearly an added level of processing in 
the case of frequency ratios. Trace-context theory assumes 
that the fixed discrimination task taps the level of basic sen- 
sation where, for example, a pitch or intensity sensation is 
elicited by a pure-tone stimulus, or a subphonemic timbre 
sensation is elicited by a speech stimulus. However, melodic 
musical interval perception is based on estimating the extent 
between two basic sensations; hence, discrimination of mu- 
sical intervals involves estimating and comparing a differ- 
ence between differences. 

If this estimate of the extent between sensations involves 

a simple process such as subtracting the sensations, the 
added variance would be equivalent to an added sensory 
variance; this would add in series with the basic sensory 
variance due to stimulus coding without eftcoting the order- 
ing of fixed discrimination, roving discrimination and iden- 
tiffcation. It might, however, result in reducing the context 
variance relative to the sensory variance, resulting in rela- 

TABLE VI. Average total d' comparison: over one oclave for relative pitch 
and "precise" absolute pitch; and over a 54-dB range for auditory intensity 
resolution. 

Paradigm 

Subject ID RD FD 

RP 38.7 25.5 32.9 

AP 33.6 118.3 136.8 

lat.' 13.0 50.0 98.0 

aBraida and Durlach (1988). 
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tively small differences among fixed discrimination, roving 
discrimination, and identification. In no case would the 
trace-context theory predict poorer discrimination than iden- 
tiffcation, and for equivalent performance in roving discrimi- 
nation, fixed discrimination, and identification, it would re- 
quire the unlikely situation that context coding variance in 
the wide-range identification task be essentially 2ero. 

Models of the "dual process" variety, the latest version 
of which has been developed by van Hessen anti Schouten 
(1992), do predict ideal categorical perception i a that, for 
some stimuli, discrimination is assumed to be based on iden- 

tification relative to highly over-learned prototype •ategories. 
Again, however, while discrimination should be equivalent 
to identification, it should not be poorer. As noted in the 
Results section of this paper, for two of the four subjects, 
overall resolution sensitivities in fixed discrimination, roving 
discrimination, and identification differed by less than the 
expected variability in estimating A•'• and thus cannot be 
differentiated in terms of the two models. However, in re- 
sponse to a post-experiment question, all four subjects indi- 
cated that they did indeed adopt a discrimination strategy of 
identifying the intervals, and made the "wider-narrower" 
determination on this basis. Assuming this to be the case, 
two questions remain: (1) was the discrimination strategy 
adopted by the subjects nonoptimum?; and (2) why was dis- 
crimination so much poorer than identification for two of the 
subjects? 

It is, of course, true that for musicians, the identification 
of melodic intervals is not an uncommon task. For example, 
mistunings in intervals played on a variable-intonation in- 
strument are determined by comparing the intervals to their 
"standard" values (e.g., a "fiat fifth"). On the other hand, 
pair-wise comparisons of "interval width" would be very 
uncommon. However, three of the subjects, including the 
two whose discrimination was poorer than identification, 
completed over 10 000 trials each of 21FC disc:rimination 
with trial-by-trial feedback. No learning effects were noted. 
If better discrimination could be obtained using a more effi- 
cient strategy than one based on identification, one would 
assume that 10 000 trials with feedback would be enough to 
elicit this strategy. Similarly, the 2IFC discrimination perfor- 
mance of nonmusicians, who cannot use a strateg• based on 
identification, is an order of magnitude poorer th an that of 
musicians even when adaptive psychophysical paradigms, 
which presumably optimize learning, are employed (Bums 
and Ward, 1978). 

Since all of the subjects are apparently using the same 
strategy, the explanation for the relatively poor d iscrimina- 
tion performance of subjects RP1 and RP3 is not o3vious. In 
the past, we have noted intercultural differences in Ihe degree 
to which subjects could perform these tasks. No•h Indian 
classical musicians, who operate in a musical syslem which 
stresses intonation but does not employ the key modulations 
common in Western music, were essentially unable to per- 
form the 2IFC discrimination tasks (Bums, 1977). However, 
they also had a great deal of difficulty with the identification 
task when • was roved (as it was in the present experiment). 
This was obviously not the case with subjects RP1 and RP3, 
as their identification performance was actually better than 

that of the other two subjects. Trial-by-trial results of RP1 
and RP3 were examined to see if discrimination performance 
varied with particular contexts engendered by the roving 
standards (for example, when the difference between fl and 
f3 was an integer multiple of 100 cents versus when it was 
not). No substantial differences in performance were found 
among the contex• examined, although it is of course pos- 
sible that an (unexamined) context effect could explain the 
results. 

Another possibility is that, perhaps because of the added 
time pressure in the discrimination experiments, subjects 
RP1 and RP3 did not use an optimal identification strategy, 
but only identified each interval to the closest semit category, 
resulting in poorer performance than expected based on their 
quarter-tone identification functions. In our eariier study 
(Burns and Ward, 1978), some of the subjects showed per- 
formance in 2IFC roving discrimination which was consis- 
tent with such a strategy. 

Schouten and van Hessen (1992) propose that, in 2IFC 
discrimination of certain speech stimuli, the subject's dis- 
criminations are based on calculating the distances of the 
stimuli from a prototype category and then subtracting these 
distances. Because of this assumption, they assert that the 
equivalent 1IFC d' for this. case is v2 times larger than the 
equivalent 1IFC d' obtained from 2IFC data under the usual 
signal detection theory assumptions (in essence, that the 
21FC data should not be corrected by dividing by V2-). While 
this is a dual-process-based rather than a trace-context 
theory-based interpretation, it would make the ordering of 
average overall sensitivities for the RP experiment more in 
line with trace-context theory predictions. However, the 
form of the discrimination functions would be greatly al- 
tered. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the discrepancy between 
discrimination sensitivity and identification sensitivity is pri- 
marily at the regions of highest sensitivity. At regions of low 
sensitivity, the functions are essentially equal. After the v2 
transformation, the discrimination functions would be greater 
than the identification functions at the regions of low sensi- 
tivity, but would remain lower than the identification func- 
tions at regions of high sensitivity. In addition, the large in- 
tersubject differences would remain; in fact for subject RP3, 
Air D would remain much la•ger than A•. 

In summary, none of the possibilities examined provides 
a compelling explanation for the relatively poor 2IFC dis- 
crimination of musical intervals, and in particular, for the 
large intersubject differences in discrimination performance. 

The musical-interval adjustment experiment did not 
provide any additional information relative to the location of 
possible perceptual anchors for RP. For all three paradigms, 
sensitivity functions from jndgments of fixed melodic inter- 
vals had shown enhanced sensitivity at category boundaries, 
i.e., at the quarter tones (e4;., Fig. 3). For the three RP sub- 
jects who performed the interval adjustments, the average 
standard deviation was 18.2 cents for chromatic-semit ad- 

justments and 20.9 cents for quarter-tone adjustments. 
Clearly, the subjects' semit-category adjustments were not 
less accurate than their quarter-tone category adjustments. 7 

Whereas overall identification resolution was approxi- 
mately equal for the RP subjects and the best AP subjects, 
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TABLE VII. Average between-category d'. Numbers below continuum label denot• number of category pro- 
totypes in continuum. Except for consonants, where the numbers represent two different continua (VOT, and 
place of articulation), the smaller number represent •esults obtained over a subregion of the larger continuum. 

Continuum 

Vowels a Consonants a lip AP 

Paradigm 2 3 2 3 12 3 12 3 

ID 3.7 3.6 4.8 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.8 2.9 

RD 4.6 4.9 3.2 2.1 9.9 7.6 

led 7.3 6.4 6.2 4.4 2.7 11.4 9.6 

aMacmillan et al. (1988). 

both fixed and roving discrimination resolution was much 
better than identification resolution in the AP experiment. In 
this relative sense, the performance of AP subjects remains 
normal despite their extraordinary identification ability. 
However, in terms of basic sensitivity, the pure-tone fre- 
quency continuum is also extraordinary. If one extrapolates 
over the entire auditory range from either our octave-range 
data or from the pure-tone frequency jnd data in the litera- 
ture, the total sensitivity over the auditory range in fixed 
discrimination would be well over 1000 in d' units. 

We have no obvious explanation for the anomalous re- 
sults of subject AP3, wherein her fixed discrimination reso- 
lution was poorer than her roving discrimination resolution. 
Because her roving discrimination results are within the 
ranges of the other two subjects, and the average jnd esti- 
mated from the total fixed discrimination sensitivity of the 
other two subjects (about 0.3%) is consistent with pure-tone 
frequency jnd's in this frequency range (e.g., Moore, 1963), 
it is clear that this result reflected poor performance in fixed 
discrimination. The subject did comment frequently that it 
was difficult for her to maintain attention during fixed dis- 
crimination tasks because of their inherent monotony, 
whereas the trial-to-trial variability of the roving discrimina- 
tion task helped her stay attentive. 

The most puzzling result for the AP experiment was the 
lack of obvious regions of increased identification sensitivity 
which could be interpreted as perceptual anchors. For the RP 
identification functions there were obvious peaks of in- 
creased sensitivity at the quarter tones, i.e., at the boundaries 
between prototype categories. Although these could not be 
strictly interpreted in trace-context theory terms as percep- 
tual anchors, the evidence strongly suggests that they are. 
However, despite the fact that the total sensitivities for the 
two precise AP subjects in the wide-range identification task 
were only slightly less than the total sensitivities for the RP 
subjects in the analogous RP task, the evidence for percep- 
tual anchors in the AP results was minimal at best. Ambigu- 
ous results were obtained in narrow-range AP tasks as well. 
The relatively large intersubject differences in AP precision 
and in the frequency levels of category prototypes, coupled 
with the relatively weak perceptual anchor effect, suggests 
that it will take trial-intensive narrow-range experiments on 
the best AP possessors to tease out the locations of percep- 
tual anchors for AP. 

Table VII shows the average sensitivities between the 
theoretical category prototypes (chromatic semits) for the AP 
and RP subjects in the various tasks. Also shown are repre- 

sentative values for the sensitivity between phoneme- 
category prototypes for vowel and consonant continua, taken 
from Macmillan etal. (1988). For identification, the 
between-category sensitivities are all on the order of 3 d' 
units, with the exception of the two-category consonant con- 
tinuum, for which between-category sensitivity is about 50% 
greater. The similarity in between-category sensitivities for 
such disparate continua invites speculation that a category 
spacing of roughly three identification jnd's may represent a 
minimum spacing for placement of permanent categories 
along a sensory continuum. 

There was no difference in between-category sensitivity 
in the narrow- and wide-range identification tasks for either 
the RP or the AP subjects. This result is not inconsistent with 
a perceptual anchor model for identification (e.g., Braida and 
Dufiach, 1988), which assumes context-coding variance in- 
creases with distance from the anchors. Assuming that either 
the category prototypes or the category boundaries act as 
perceptual anchors, our narrow-range continua still sub- 
sumed at least three anchors, and the average stimulus/ 
anchor distance is essentially unchanged from the wide- 
range case. It should also be noted, however, that the narrow- 
range/wide-range comparison in AP is confounded by 
comparisons of different subjects. The one subject who did 
participate in both wide-range identification and narrow- 
range identification (AP2) showed a 25% increase in sensi- 
tivity for the narrow-range condition. 

The results clearly show that the relatively good identi- 
fication resolution over a small range (in terms of discrimi- 
nation jnd's) obtained for speech can also be obtained for AP 
and RP, and over a much larger range. Whereas the three- 
category speech continua comprised only 15 discrimination 
jnd's, the full octave tested in our AP experiments comprises 
well over 100 (which, again, represents just a portion of the 
total AP range). An alternative way of viewing the relation- 
ship between discrimination and identification is in terms of 
relative context-coding variance (Macmillan et al., 1988). 
Between-category identification resolution in AP is equiva- 
lent to that associated with speech, despite the fact that for 
both the wide-range identification and narrow-range identifi- 
cation AP tasks, the relative context-coding variances (15.5 
and 10.0, respectively) are much greater than for vowel con- 
tinua (1.48) or for consonant continua (0.65) (Macmillan 
et al., 1988). Furthermore, the AP values are equivalent to 
that found for auditory intensity resolution over a range of 
about 30 dB (Braida and Durlach, 1988). The results also 
suggest that the number of perceptual anchors which can be 
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placed along a continuum, with a spacing of about three 
identification jnd's, is clearly not limited to two or three, as 
found along speech continua. Given the performance of AP 
possessors over the full range of the frequency continuum, 
the number of possible anchors may be well over 50 (Ward, 
1963). 

Finally, although we do not have direct evidence from 
this study, the evidence in the literature is overwhelmingly 
supportive of the idea that both AP and RP categories are 
learned, rather than based on natural boundaries. I•or AP, this 
evidence includes the correlation of AP with early musical 
training (e.g., Miyazaki, 1988) and instances •f "out of 
tune" AP linked with learning on a mistuned piano (Ward, 
1963). Furthermore, there is a complete lack of physiological 
evidence which would support the existence of regions of 
natural sensitivity, separated by semitones and consistent 
with A-440 tuning, along either pure- or complex-tone fre- 
quency continua. The perception of sequential frequency ra- 
tios in RP is also characterized by a similar lack of physi- 
ological evidence for natural boundaries. Individual 
differences in subjective RP scales (Bums and W•,rd, 1982), 
particularly cross-cultural ones (Keefe et al., 1991',,, lend fur- 
ther support to the notion that RP is simply a learned skill. 
Finally, for both RP and AP, there are both qualitative and 
order-of-magnitude quantitative differences between the 
identification performance of possessors and nonpossessors 
(Ward, 1963; Siegel and Siegel, 1977; Bums •tnd Ward, 
1978). Thus, although some speech categories are dearly 
placed at natural boundaries, our results support the conclu- 
sion of Macmillan et al. (1988) that natural boundaries are 
not necessary for good localized identification resolution, 
and do not necessarily provide improved identification per- 
formance relative to learned categories. 

Given the essentially equivalent between-category iden- 
tiffcation resolution for AP, RP, and speech contim,a, the ap- 
parent differences in learning are interesting. Both AP and 
speech categories are very difficult to acquire in adulthood, 
and apparently require early exposure. Although RP is rela- 
tively rare in terms of prevalence in the general population, it 
can be learned fairly easily by adults. This is perhaps be- 
cause all individuals in a particular musical culture have had, 
since early childhood, vast exposure to the intervallie content 
of the music in the context of simple melodies, and they 
acquire an affinity for these intervals even though they have 
not acquired labels for them. In all musical cultures, relative 
pitch is reinforced, whereas absolute pitch is nol. For ex- 
ample, the tune "Epistrophy" remains "Epistrophy" regard- 
less of the frequency level of the first note. One indication 
that early exposure to simple melodies may be relevant to the 
learning of RP is the pedagogical technique used in ear train- 
ing, wherein a particular interval is related to the first two 
notes of a well-known melody. The implication is that even 
musically untrained observers have encoded interval proto- 
types at some processing level, but have not learned how to 
label them. A similar, but somewhat more extreme, exposure- 
based explanation for the relative ease with which musical 
interval labels are acquired has been posited by Terhardt 
(1974, 1983). As a byproduct of learning to associ ate a par- 
ticular virtual (fundamental) pitch with a particular complex 

tone (such as voiced speech), listeners acquire a natural af- 
finity for the musical intervals associated with relationships 
among the harmonics of complex tones. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Although the physical continuum underlying melodic 
musical interval perception is unidimensional, perception 
along this continuum violates both aspects of the 7_+2 mle. 
First, identification resolution over but a portion of the con- 
tinuum is about three time:; better than identification resolu- 

tion over the entire range for simple psychoacoustical con- 
tinua, such as pure-tone intensity and frequency, both of 
which follow the 7+2 role. Second, resolution along this 
continuum appean to meet the most stringent criteria for 
categorical perception, since stimuli can apparently be dis- 
criminated only to the extent that they can be differentially 
identified, even when discrimination is measured in a low- 
uncertainty paradigm. This conclusion is tempered by the 
fact that some subjects actually perform more poorly in pair- 
wise discrimination tasks than is predicted from their identi- 
fication performance. 

The resolution of pure-tone frequencies by possessors of 
absolute pitch also represents an exception to the 7_+2 role in 
that, as with relative pitch, identification resolution over a 
small portion of the continuum is approximately three times 
better than resolution over the entire continuum for simple 
psychophysical continua. However, absolute pitch is normal 
in the sense that discrimination resolution remains much bet- 

ter than identification resolution. The perception of absolute 
pitch does not meet either of the standard criteria for cat- 
egorical perception: equivalence of resolution in discrimina- 
tion and identification or a category boundary effect in dis- 
crimination. 

Finally, identification-resolution sensitivity between 
category prototypes is about the same for RP, AP, and per- 
ception along synthetic speech continua, despite differences 
among the continua in ease of learning, and despite the much 
larger range and larger huntbet of categories along the two 
pitch continua. 
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•The value of the frequency ratio f•lf• in cents is given by: 1200 iog• 
2The interval labels apply to the frequency ratio •/f• in cents, regardless of 
the frequency level of.fx (for example, a "minor second" always describes 
an f21f• ratio of 100 cents). In Western music, them is also a nomenclature 
for the single notes of the scale based on equitempered octaves. The 12 
tones within an octave are labeled with letter names (C, C•1, etc., through 
B), while an eight-octave range i•, denoted by the subscripts 0 through 8. 
The absolute frequency levels have been standardized, with A4=440 Hz, 
and the entire range extends from C O (16.4 I-[z) to B s (7902.1 Hz). Thus, if 
a RP possessor is presented with a 100-cent interval and is told that, for 
example, f;=C 4. s/he will also know that the second note is C114. Although 
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the physical standard for equal temperament is based on exact octaves and 
equal seroits, there are systematic deviations in the subjective musical-pitch 
scales of most listeners. For example, subjects tend to stretch octaves, es- 
pecially at higher frequencies (e.g., Ward, 1954). There can also be sub- 
stantial differences in the subjective scales of individual subjects, some of 
which are related to anomalies in their pitch/frequency •nctions, i.e., mu- 
sical paracusis {Ward, 1954). Similarly, the "internal standard" of AP pos- 
sessors can be "shifted" relative to A-440, sometimes by as much as sev- 
eral seroits. 

•'Fhere is some controversy in the literature over whether pitch has more 
than one dimension, e.g., "cbroma," which is associated with judgments 
within an octave, and "pitch height," which is associated with the location 
of the octave along the frequency continuum (e.g., Ward and Bums, 1982; 
Ueda and Ohgushi, 1987). In our experiments, we avoid this controversy by 
limiting our range to one octave, although the main reasons for this limi- 
tation were time and total number of stimuli. 

4Some subjects preferred a slightly longer ISI of 1 s. In our previous work 
{Burns and Waxd, 1978), we have shown that performance in a 2IFC 
musical-interval discrimination task was unaffected by ISis ranging from 
0.3 to 3.0 s. 

5That is, the d's from the regions 62.5-337.5, 362.5-637.5, 662.5-937.5, 
and 9673-1237.5 cents were averaged. This assumes that the sensitivity 
functions have a periodicity of 100 cents (and thus of 300 cents) consistent 
with the equitempered scale. As mentioned in the Introduction, and as noted 
in the individual labeling results, individual subjective musical scales may 
deviate substantially from equal temperament. 
C'Braida and Durlach (1972) provide an extensive discussion regarding their 
data-processing techniques for estimating identification d'. They examine 
the variability in d' estimates assuming that the model assumptions of 
Gaussian, equal-variance decision densities hold, and they estimate the ef- 
fects on d' estimates of violating certain aspects of their assumptions. In 
their "worst-case scenario," the maximum range of variability in estimates 
of A' was on the order of 10%. We are confident that our estimates of A' 

for the narrow-range identification in the AP experiment also fall within 
this range (notably, the data were well-fit by straight-line, unit-slope, 
ROCs). However, for the wide-range identification AP tasks and the 
narrow-range identification RP task, the limited number of response catego- 
ries relative to the identification accuracy of the subjects presumably in- 
creased the variability in estimated A'. In particular, in some cases, it was 
necessary to estimate the ROC from only two points. The largest difference 
in A'12 between wide-range identification and narrow-range identification 
for relative pitch was an 11% decrease for the narrow-range identification 
task; this dearly implies that the wide-range identification/narrow-range 
identification difference is within the range expected from a combination of 
day-to-day variability in identification and variability in estimating identi- 
fication A'12. The 12.8% difference in A•2 between fixed discrimination 
and identification for subject RP4 and the 11.8% difference in A•z between 
roving discrimination and identification for subject RB3 are probably also 
within this range. 

?The overall average standard deviation (s.d.) for adjustments (19.6 cents) is 
about 2/3 of the identification jnd (31 cents) calculated from the identifica- 
tion experiment; jnd is defined here as a d' of 1.0. The s.d. of adjustments 
to a presented standard is typically 1/2-2/3 of the 2IFC jnd (e.g., Wier 
et al., 1976). If it can be assumed that a similar relationship holds between 
the s.d. of adjustments to an internal standard and the jnd calculated from 
absolute identification, then the difference between our obtained s.d. and 
jnd values is reasonable. 
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